We invite advanced stage PhD work and completed theses (MTech/MS theses and undergrad high level research projects not older than 1 March 2022). Selected abstracts will be presented in the conference to get valuable inputs from the experts, which are under the scope of sensors applications, primarily of one of the tracks listed on 2023.ieee-apscon.org/ but not limited to.

Abstract
Abstract should describe the entire work and number of words should not exceed more than 250 words. Beside this authors are requested to provide the graphical abstract. For example visit here.

Selected Abstracts
Selected abstract will not be part of the Conference Proceedings.

Benefits
Students will get a chance to interact with accomplished industry professionals, reputed academicians and founders of startups. This will give these aspiring students a platform to network, improve their work besides exploring post-doctoral opportunities and/or job offers.

Award/Recognition
Three best theses works will be awarded during the Banquet of the conference on 24 January, 2023.

Registration
Students of accepted abstracts must register under the daily registration or full conference registration rate 2023.ieee-apscon.org/registration

Conference Venue
Conrad Hotel, Bengaluru
25/3, Kensington Road,
Halasuru, Someshwarpura, Bengaluru, Karnataka
560008, India

For further information contact Caroline Kravec, ckravec@conferencecatalysts.com

For more information please visit 2023.ieee-apscon.org